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Community Shows Support for Michelin Waterville

Michelin Waterville 35 Years
Valley Proud Celebratory Dinner
Danika Berghamer
June 28th, 2017
On the evening of June 7th, 2017 local Valley Community Partners
gathered at the Old Orchard Inn in Greenwich to celebrate Michelin
Waterville’s 35th anniversary of being in the Annapolis Valley, Nova
Scotia. It was 35 years ago that Michelin Waterville made their first
tire in the Annapolis Valley, Canada, since then they have become
a major employer in the Valley – employing roughly 14,000 Valley
individuals. To celebrate their 35th year in the Annapolis Valley
Michelin donated 35 $1000 contributions to 35 different local
charities that were chosen by their employees. This however is not
a surprising thing for Michelin to do. As each year they support
54 Valley charities as a way to better the Valley Community.
These charities include The Valley Regional Hospital Foundation,
Brigadoon Village Summer Camp, Kings Point to Point, Annapolis
Valley Regional School Board, and The Special Olympics – who were
all represented at the event, and presented Michelin with plaques to
show their appreciation.

In attendance there was 25 local organizations, as well as 48 Michelin
employees in attendance which included Jeff MacLean – President
of Michelin Canada, Stephen Legault – Canadian Sales Manager,
Marcel LeClerc – Site Manager Michelin Waterville, and Bob Gaudet
– Facility Personnel Manager.

The event was organized by local business owner Allan Shay (Shay
Tirecraft) with support from the Town of Berwick, and the Michelin Staff.

Featured in photo: (left to right) David Graham – Executive Director of
Brigadoon Summer Camp, Marcel LeClerc – Site Manager of Michelin Waterville,
and Bob Gaudet – Facility Personnel Manager.

The evening was hosted at the Old Orchard in with Gaspereau
Winery sponsoring the event. The evening was emceed by local
public figure Mark Parent. After dinner a speech was given by the
keynote speaker Danny Graham – the Chief Engagement Officer of
Engage Nova Scotia. Danny spoke of the quality of life in Nova Scotia
and how Michelin Waterville how has positively impacted the Valley
community not only by employing many valley citizens but as well
in their charity work.

Featured in photo: (left to right) Allan Shay – Shay Tirecraft President, Jeff
MacLean – President of Michelin Canada, Debbie Elliot – Director of Community
Development for the Town of Berwick, and Marcel LeClerc – Site Manager of
Michelin Waterville.

At the end of the evening Michelin was presented with a $5000
cheque that was raised by the community partners for Michelin
to donate to a charity of their choice. When presented with the
cheque Michelin announced that they would match the amount.
The $10,000 is being used in AVRSB schools to support the breakfast
program, as well as reading and mobility programs.
Continues page 2

Install FOUR Winter Tires
Vehicle handling will be improved when
identical tires are installed
on all four wheels

“To assist you in controlling your
vehicle in winter conditions, always
install your winter tires in
sets of FOUR only.”
“Tires designed for use in snowy weather
are marked with the peaked mountain
with snowflake symbol.”

Transport Canada
2005 - 11 - 22

Winter Tire Safety Tips

http://www.tc.gc.ca/roadsafety/topics/winter/wintere.htm
Featured in photo: (left to right) Danny Graham – keynote speaker, and Allan
Shay – Shay Tirecraft President.
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Is there a tire sales and service company in your area that is not a member
of The Atlantic Tire Dealers Association?
If so, please advise the executive director. Also, we would appreciate it if
you would contact such companies to advise them
of the advantages of becoming a member.
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McLeod, Joe
2017-10-14
Joseph Linton McLeod, 62 passed peacefully on Saturday,
October 14 surrounded by his family at the Aberdeen Hospital
after a short but extremely brave and hard fought battle with
cancer.
A Westville “boy” all his life, he was proud of his roots always
contributing and supporting his hometown. He was a very
dedicated man spending his working career within the tire
industry. He started at Clark Tire at the young age of 16
learning and gaining experience as he went from Jim’s Tire to
Andy’s until finally his lifelong dream of having his own shop
came to be , something he was overjoyed and passionate
about.
After a hard days work, Joe had many pastimes. He enjoyed
his fishing trips to Lawlor’s Lake with buddies, his towing
adventures and misadventures and even tried his hand at curling. He loved watching Nascar,
hosting weekly Sunday get togethers and taking in live action from New Hampshire to
Daytona. He belonged to the Pictou County Antique Car Club showing off his ‘64 Biscayne and
most recently his loved ‘67 Dodge Dart. For the last few summers he couldn’t wait for Fridays to
catch that boat to his quiet spot camping in P.E.I.
Additionally, Joe was an active member of the Westville Fire Department for the past 26 years
serving on various committees and holding many positions. He particularly loved his Christmas
Eve contribution seeing the smiling faces of many boys and girls as he would wave back being
guided by his “reindeer”.
But no job or activity was ever more important than his two grandsons who hung the moon in his
eyes and he thought the absolute world of!
Joe leaves behind his “little girl”, Jo-Anne Ferguson (Aaron); grandsons, Andrew and Jonah
Ferguson; his mother Stella (Gosbee) McLeod; his sister Gail Copp (Bryce); sister-in-law
Marsha Hayman (Jerry) and several aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
He is now re-united with his wife of 38 years Wanda; his father Gordon McLeod; his mother and
father-in- law Marion and Edgar Roy “Sparky” Stewart; and infant brother Allen.
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New vs. Retreads

Pay Now or Pay Later
Lower-quality new tires can be costlier in the long run.
BY JIL MCINTOSH

I

t’s costly to run a fleet, and operators
are doing all they can to reduce expenses. If this includes inexpensive tires, it’s
up to you to provide options that could be
pricier up front, but save more money in
the long run.
“Focus on the quality and the value that’s
delivered,” says Ben Rosenblum, Director
of Marketing for Bandag. “You should
also take a more honest and occasionally
negative approach, and highlight the problems with cheap tires. There’s a big difference between a premium retread and a
low-cost import.”

Long-term total cost
Variations such as size, position, quality
and tier all affect the average cost of a replacement tire, says Phil Boarts, Product
Category Manager for Retread at Michelin
Truck Tires. “Value is achieved by making
the most appropriate selection for the
vehicle, whether that selection is a new
tire replacement or a retread. The fleets
benefit in retread technology by way of
new compounds and tread designs incorporated into the new offerings. With goodquality tires capable of being retreaded
several times, the total cost of the tire
asset over the long run is a benefit for the
fleet, providing they care for the casing.”

Cheap tires aren’t always retreaded
That ability to retread a tire can be the
key to long-term savings. Ideally, a quality
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“When tire dealers help
fleets, retreading is the
glue toward the loyalty
for that dealer.”
Ben Rosenblum,
Director, Marketing, Bandag

casing that has been properly maintained
should manage at least two retreads, providing a substantial savings over a new tire
of similar quality. “Lowest-cost imports are
65 percent less likely to be retreaded than
a premium tire,” Rosenblum says. “It’s because the casing isn’t suitable, and the user
doesn’t think it’s worth the investment.
“There’s also an environmental issue,
because we retread 15 million tires in
North America each year. That’s roughly
220 million gallons of oil saved versus new
tires, and 1.4 billion pounds kept out of
landfill. Also, there is a higher level of carcinogens in low-cost imports. They’ll end
up in landfills, or recycled for playgrounds.”
Another selling point is the high quality of retread tires, versus what may be
an unknown quality for cheaper imports.
“Michelin operates retread plants across
North America, and every one follows
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a consistent, highly-audited, nine-step
manufacturing process to deliver uniform
results,” Boarts says. “Each step must be
completed properly for the retreaded tire
to have sufficient integrity.”

Standing behind the product
The retread will have a DOT code on it
and the retreader is responsible for it,
Rosenblum says. “There are established
manufacturers from China, but also a
lot of fly-by-night factories. If you have a
real problem with that tire, and it damages something or hurts someone, there’s
a chance it will be unsupported and the
manufacturer will be gone by the time you
have that problem.”
Quality will also be of extreme importance
in tires that see hard use, such as in oil
fields or other extreme surfaces. Severe
service tires are generally made with more
synthetic rubber and tougher compounds,
whereas a cheaper tire can be more prone
to chunking.
“Dealers are digging their own graves
with low-cost imports,” Rosenblum says.
“If a dealer’s only job is to buy a tire
from the factory and sell it to the fleet,
some Chinese manufacturers are sending tires directly, and the fleet that was
depending on the dealer is now a competitor. When tire dealers help fleets, retreading is the glue toward the loyalty for
that dealer.”
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Recommended
insurer of the ATDA
The risks you face as a tire dealer are unique.
Federated Insurance can design specialized
and comprehensive programs specific to the
needs of you and your dealership.

Call 1.844.628.6800 and speak to a
Commercial Insurance Specialist today.
tdac.federated.ca

Federated Insurance Company of Canada is the insurer of Federated Insurance policies.
[3706-002 ed01E | 10-2017]
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Road Force Elite

Good Vibrations?
In the world of tire retailing, there’s no such thing as a good vibration.
BY JACK KAZMIERSKI

A

lthough the Beach Boys sang about “Good Vibrations” back
in the 1960s, those of us in the tire industry know that
there is no such thing in our world. Customers hate them,
and tire technicians can sometimes lose their composure trying
to eliminate them.
The goal, of course, is to install and balance a tire and wheel assembly so as to mimic the smooth ride the driver enjoyed when
his or her vehicle first rolled off the assembly line. Unfortunately,
that’s easier said than done, and for good reason.

“When wheel manufacturers produce a wheel for OEM consumption, they measure it to find the low point of the radial
runout,” explains Dino Hatz, Business Development Manager,
Hunter Engineering Company (Canada). “The opposite applies
to the tire manufacturers where the high spot of the radial force
variation (RFV) is identified. Both the wheel and the tire are
marked after testing, usually with a dot of paint or a sticker, to
identify the high/hard or low spot. Once the wheel and the tire
are paired together, the dots are lined up, allowing for a smoother and vibrations-free ride.”

Halfway through the process, a roller applies pressure to the
tread of the tire to simulate the tire rolling along a smooth road
surface. The machine measures changes in road force to determine if the assembly is sufficiently round as assembled or if the
tire needs to be rotated about the rim to reduce the amount of
radial force variation (RFV).
“If the high/hard spot on the tire and the low spot on the wheel
don’t line up, we can deflate and de-bead the tire, rotate the tire
to line up the two spots, re-inflate and retest and balance,” Hatz
says. “So now you have as close to a perfect assembly as possible
while rolling, making for the most vibration-free ride possible.”

Modern cars
The vibration issue isn’t going away. In fact, it’s likely to become
more and more pronounced as vehicles get lighter and quieter.
The only way to eliminate vibrations, cut down on comebacks,
and boost customer satisfaction is to use the techniques and
practices that have been applied by the OEMs for over 50 years,
in your own shop.
The solution to the vibration
problem is technology like
Hunter’s Road Force Elite,
diagnostic balancer.

Finding the dots in the aftermarket
The challenge tire installers in the aftermarket face is that those
marks are no longer visible once the vehicle has been driven for
a while. That means there’s no way to visually identify the high
or low spots.
“Even if those markings were visible,” Hatz adds, “chances are
they wouldn’t be useful since the wheels and tires have been
worn and misshapen over time from day-to-day use. Some people
try to line up the valve with the dot, but that’s not very reliable.”

Technology to the rescue

PHOTO: HUNTER ENGINEERING

The solution to the vibration problem is technology like Hunter’s
Road Force Elite, diagnostic balancer. “It follows the testing
sequences wheels and tires go through at the factory,” Hatz explains. “Our Road Force balancer road tests the tire and wheel
assembly to make sure the tire is in the proper spot on the rim
so as to reestablish the vibration-free driving you would have had
when the car was new.”
The Road Force Elite employs cameras that scan the wheel,
measuring imperfections, and putting together a 3D image that
allows the computer to locate the low point of the radial runout
on the wheel. “So now we know where that dot should go on the
wheel,” Hatz adds.
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PREMA CANADA
PREMA
CANADA
3230 Mainway, Burlington, ON L7M 1A5
3230 Mainway, Burlington, ON L7M 1A5

800-268-6311 | | www.prema
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Commercial Tire Market

Hiring for the Big Rigs
Commercial sector technicians are a breed apart.
BY ANNETTE MCLEOD

W

orking on the big rigs—earthmovers, farm and off-the-road
tires that can weigh thousands of
pounds—is the Wild West of tire technician
employment. It carries the potential both
for great rewards and catastrophic injury,
but for those who suit its unique environment, it can be a satisfying lifetime career.
Both for employers and employees, it takes
careful assessment of some of its unique
considerations to discern suitability and
plan for success.
“You have to accept that once you get out
of the passenger vehicle/light truck retail tire, you’re dealing with weight,” says
Kevin Rohlwing, Senior V-P of Training for
the Tire Industry Association. “Everything
is bigger and heavier. Tires, rims, wheels,
components, everything is more physically
demanding. Retail tire service is more about
precision because you’re dealing with speciality rims, and consumers don’t like scratches.”
As a result, safety risks to technicians on the
retail side are minimal, but from lifting to
rollovers to simple inflation, the risks on the
earthmover side are significant.

Autonomous workforce
Another key difference is autonomy in the
workplace. “You have to have a certain

degree of self-management capability [in
the commercial sector],” Rohlwing says. “In
a road service truck, there’s no one there
but you.” Although they work alone, commercial technicians often have more customer contact than retail shop technicians,
who generally stay in the back.
Rohlwing says he has found that retention
is actually easier on the commercial side,
and guesses that the rollover rate is probably a little higher in retail. He chalks it up
to what he calls “time behind the glass.”
“When you’re in retail and your shop is
busy, it’s a steady stream of cars. Road
service guys get a break between customers where maybe they’re driving for half
an hour,” he says. “These guys tend to like
their time behind the glass.” He says they
also tend to like the independence and,
naturally, that because the tickets are bigger and the margins are better, their paycheques are better too.

Physical stamina
Although he says a good attitude is never
a bad thing, he’s more concerned with
physical strength. “It’s good if you have
customer service skills—it does make you
more valuable—but when you’re lifting
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200-pound tires and wheel assemblies
all day long, that puts physical strength
ahead of everything else.” Next is a good
driving record. “You’re no use to me without it,” he says. “If you can’t operate a
service truck, if I can’t get you insured,
you’re a shop guy, and those positions
are limited.”
Successful hiring boils down to being frank,
he says. “Honesty is the best thing. It’s a
physical job, but you will have your own
truck and little supervision, and you’ll make
good money. But you take the good with
the bad. Sometimes it’s a 15-minute drive
for a four-hour job, and in bad weather, it’s
no fun. When it’s cold, you’re cold. When
it’s wet, you’re wet. If a truck breaks down
in the mud, you’re going to be muddy. If a
manure spreader breaks down, guess what
you’re working in?
“It’s hard work. This stuff is heavy. It’s physically demanding. If you’re not comfortable
with those demands and the elements,
earthmovers/farm tires are not for you. Be
upfront with a prospect before you take the
time and make the effort and investment to
get them trained. It’s not an easy job,” he
says. “But if you can do it well, you’ll never
be out of work.”
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YOUR
BUSINESS MATTERS

Data Protection on Business Trips
by Mauro Di Tullio, SENIOR ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE, ASSOCIATIONS | www.federated.ca

As a business traveller, you are most
concerned about bringing your
passport, exchanging currency and
packing your luggage efficiently and
you may forget an important security
measure – backing up and securing
your work data.

Mauro Di Tullio

mauro.ditullio@federated.ca

While the Internet has made it a lot
easier to attend virtual meetings with
global offices, or communicate with offshore vendors, there are still instances
when you’ll be required to travel for
business. And if you are like most business
travellers, your laptop and smartphone
will always be close at hand.
Here are a few things you can do to help
protect your data while you are travelling
for business.
1. Backup before you leave:
If you are like most of us, you keep
“everything” on your laptop. So if
you have not backed up your data
in a while, you may want to do so
before you leave on your trip. Your
business automatically backs up
server files? That’s great – but keep
in mind that the files you have on
your desktop may not be included.
You can upload them to the server
before you go or store them on an
external drive and lock it in your desk
drawer.
2. Consider ensuring your laptop has
a virtual private network(VPN)
installed: A VPN creates a secure
connection between your local
computer and a remote computer
(i.e. your company’s network) via
the Internet. Any information that is
sent while you are using a VPN
connection is encrypted, so even if

an outsider intercepts information, it
cannot be read.
3. Ensure sensitive information is
protected with adequate encryption:
Many enterprises will not provide
employees with a laptop without full
disk encryption today. Full disk
encryption ensures that, if the laptop
is stolen, the thief only gets to have
the hardware and not the data
stored on it. If you do not have full
disk encryption, you can still use
commercial and open source tools to
encrypt files or folders that are most
sensitive to you, your company and
your clients.
4. Ensure anti-virus and firewall
software is installed and up-to-date:
This applies to both your laptop
computer as well as your
smartphone. There are a number of
good mobile security and anti-virus
apps available for mobile devices.
Where possible, ensure you have
enabled your local firewall in the
operating system on your computer.
This is another layer of defence to
help resist attackers from connecting
to your computer.
5. Never leave your laptop or mobile
device unattended: Not even if
you’re setting it down “just for a
second.” Thousands of laptops and
mobile devices are lost or stolen at
airports each year alone – do not let
yours be one of them. If you’re
staying at a hotel and you are
heading out for dinner, store your
laptop out of sight in your hotel room
or in your room safe if you can fit it.

page 1
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11. Research the destination before you go: Should
you even be bringing those high tech valuables
with you? Consider looking for a means to send the
data ahead securely so that it is at your destination
when you arrive without risking losing it along the
way.

6. Use password protection during inactivity timeouts: Whether you are working on a PC, Mac or
Linux computer, you can set a screen saver
password, which locks your computer whenever
you are using the screen saver. Be sure to enable
password protection on your mobile devices as
well.
7. Make sure your passwords are extra strong:
While you should already be using strong
passwords, the fact that you are travelling is a
good reason to update them. A strong password
should be at least eight characters long, should not
contain your name or company name (in fact,
avoid using any complete words in your password
altogether). Make sure it is completely different
from your previous password. And finally, use a mix
of upper and lower case letters, numbers and
symbols. If you have a 4-digit password for your
mobile phone, do not use easy combinations like
1234 or 1111.

© Federated Insurance Company
of Canada. All rights reserved.
This document is provided by Federated
Insurance Company of Canada
(“Federated”) for informational
purposes only to augment your
own internal safety, compliance
and risk management practices,
and is not intended as a substitute
for assessment or other professional
advice by a qualified person or entity.
Federated makes no representations
or warranties regarding the accuracy
or completeness of the information
contained in this document. Federated
shall not be responsible in any manner
for any loss, or any direct, indirect,
consequential, special, punitive or other
damages, arising out of your, or any
other person’s, use or reliance on the
information contained in this document.

8. Do not use public Internet connections to do your
online banking or shopping: While it might be
tempting to take advantage of a coffee shop’s or
airport’s free Wi-Fi to catch up on your online
banking or to make a quick purchase, these
Internet access points are not always trustworthy
and may not even be provided by a legitimate
business.
9. Switch off your wireless connection when not in
use: Your computer will seek out Wi-Fi access
points, broadcast all the ones it knows and try to
associate with them. Do not make it easier for
anyone around you to gather that information.
Prevent illicit access to your mobile devices by
disabling Wi-Fi and Bluetooth when they are not in
use. You can put your phone on airplane mode to
disable connectivity altogether.

Mauro Di Tullio is the Senior
Account Representative for
Associations at Federated
Insurance.

10. Be aware of your surroundings: Situational
awareness is always important for your own safety
when travelling. Watch out for that ‘shoulder surfer’
trying to see your smartphone PIN or password.
Don’t reveal your company or personal information
on your screen if possible by using a privacy screen.
Avoid carrying your laptop in dangerous areas or
where others aren’t already doing the same. Do
not stand out as a target!

page 2
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ALSO COMES IN BLACK
The Firestone Destination™ M/T2
is bigger than ever with 29 sizes, up to 37”
for maximum TRUCK STUFF.

FIRESTONE TIRE.CA
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Commercial Business

Harvey Brodsky, the
Voice of Retreading,
Dies at 81
Posted on September 23, 2017

Harvey Brodsky, the longtime managing director of
first the Tire Retread & Repair Information Bureau
(TRIB) and then the Retread Tire Association (RTA), has
died in Pacific Grove, Calif. He was 81.
He died on Sept. 17 of complications from lung cancer,
which he had been battling since March of this year.
“One of Harvey’s many sayings has become a
guidepost for RTA: ‘Always be better than you need to
be,’ says Managing Director Jeffrey Parks, who knew
and worked with Brodsky for 35 years.
He would also say, “There’s never a wrong time to do
the right thing, and there’s never a right time to do the
wrong thing.”
“All words to live by, every day,” says Parks.
Brodsky was born Dec. 16, 1935, and raised in
Philadelphia, “and like most guys from Philly, was a
friend for life once he got to know you,” says Parks. “He
made lifelong friends there and he loved them all to
the end.
“As a boy he loved baseball, collected statistics, cards,
news clippings and could name any player or team.
He took his first job in his father Max’s auto upholstery
business, and was a devoted son to him and his mother
Gertrude, along with his sister and his brother Frank.”
After a stint in the Army, he started his own company,
a one-man upholstery business. “He sold himself door
to door, to the finest and also the simplest restaurants
and bars of LA, upholstering booths that would be
occupied by the movie stars of the day, at Musso and
Frank, Bordner’s, The Rainbow Room, Formosa Café,
places of Hollywood history, and countless more,” says
Parks.
Over the years, Brodsky shared stories of his encounters
with famous people with his friends in the tire industry.
He lunched with author Ayn Rand; met actor and
future president Ronald Reagan on a long train ride;
and partied at the home of singer Bobby Darin. He also
met artist Pablo Picasso, and was a dear friend of writer
Art Buchwald.
Brodsky started in the tire industry in the early 1970’s.
After years with the Lodi Super Mold Co. and Big O
Tires, he took over the Tire Retread Information Bureau
in 1982. His name quickly became synonymous with
retreading.
* In 1991, he received the American Retreaders
Association (ARA) Industry Leadership Award.
* In 2000, he was inducted into the International Tire &
Rubber Association Hall of Fame.
Brodsky parted ways with TRIB in 2010. Shortly
thereafter, he created the Retread Tire Association.
Severe back problems forced him to pass the
association leadership duties to Parks in December
2016.
He leaves behind his beloved wife, Rona Halpern, who
has been battling breast cancer for 15 years. She set up
a gofundme account to help pay for Harvey’s medical
bills. To donate, click on https://www.gofundme.com/
harvey-brodskys-medical-fund.
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Understanding Load Ratings

Load ‘em Up!

What your customers need to know when calculating their tire needs.
BY JIL MCINTOSH

T

he ability to handle a load depends
on the truck, but beyond that, it’s also
about the tires. Ultimately, the tire
makes the “final call” on how much weight
a vehicle can handle, and it’s important to
outfit commercial vehicles appropriately.
That means getting the importance across
to your customer when replacing tires.
While it can be tempting to pick what’s
available at the best price, tires without
a sufficient rating for the load can run hot
and ultimately fail.

Changing the standard
“Ply rating” used to be the standard, when
tires were beefed up by adding more plies.
Improvements in tire construction pretty
much rendered this meaningless, replaced
on commercial tires with load ratings indicated by letters that move up alphabetically with each increase.
The letters are roughly equivalent to the
old ply rating, but the ply ratings themselves got confusing after a while. When
nylon plies were introduced, they were considerably stronger than the cloth ones they
were replacing, and tires rated at 2-Ply
(with two superior nylon plies) could be
as strong as a 4-Ply (with four cloth plies).
And we wonder why customers often get
confused when buying tires!
Customers running passenger tires on
lighter-duty vehicles will be more likely
to change their tire size than those with
commercial tires, but if a size change is
warranted, it’s essential to ensure that the
new tires have a load rating equivalent to,
or greater than, the tires being replaced.
The size itself plays a role, since a bigger
tire holds more air, and two tires of different sizes within the same rating can have
different maximum pressures and, correspondingly, their maximum load in pounds
or kilograms may vary.
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Inflation is everything
It’s also important to point out to customers that the maximum load rating
is dependent on the tire being inflated
to the recommended pressure. If an operator or fleet isn’t maintaining a comprehensive schedule for checking pressure, there’s a potential risk of failure
due to heavy loads running on underinflated tires.
Equally, tires can be at risk if they’re overinflated, which some operators may do in
the belief that it will help the tire handle a
heavier load. As essential as the tires are,
it’s also important that the vehicle itself not
be extended over its recommended maximum payload.

Going heavier
The vehicle’s placard will indicate the
maximum capacity of the OE tire. Some
operators may want to use replacement
tires with higher capacity, such as going
to H when the OE used G. They can, but
in addition to the load it carries, the tire’s
lifespan will also be affected by how quickly
and evenly the tread wears. The tire’s overall characteristics, rather than simply its
higher load rating, will ultimately determine the cost per mile.
On light-duty trucks, you may find that
some passenger tires actually exceed
the maximum limit of equivalent LT tires.
This is primarily because passenger tires
are usually purchased by owners who
only load their trucks occasionally, such
as trips to the cottage. They may be less
likely to purchase pricier LT tires, which are
more commonly used on trucks that work
all the time.
The lower rating helps to ensure the tire’s
capability over a lifetime of harder use that
a passenger tire, which generally has more
emphasis on ride quality, may not be able
to match.
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WINTER TIRES SPECIAL FILE

All-Weather Tires

The Tire for All Seasons
Winter tires vs. all-weather tires. What’s right for your customers?
BY JIL MCINTOSH

I

n addition to winter tires, you now
have another cold-weather option to
offer your customers: the all-weather
tire. While these are still a compromise
over dedicated winter tires, they may be
the right product for customers who don’t
want to switch rubber each spring and fall.

Like all-season tires, all-weathers are intended
to stay on the vehicle year-round, but they
offer more winter protection than an all-season. Their compound is formulated to stay
flexible below 7°C, but will also remain sufficiently firm in warmer weather. Their tread
and siping are more aggressive, with main and
lateral grooves intended to evacuate slush and
water from the contact patch, but not so much
that they become squirmy on warm pavement.

Mountain-and-snowflake
Most importantly for your customers, they are
marked with the three-peak winter mountain,
indicating that their tread and depth provide 110 percent more snow traction than
a summer or all-season tire. Because of the
mountain logo, they qualify under mandatory
programs such as Quebec’s winter tire requirement, as well as those on specific British
Columbia roads. Ontario dealers should note
that there may still be some confusion about
the winter tire insurance discount, and customers should contact their insurance companies to determine if these tires are covered
under their specific plans.
All-weather tires are primarily aimed at drivers
living in areas with milder winter conditions that
include heavy rain, slush, and light snow that
doesn’t stick around for long. Dealers in areas
with harsh winters should go straight to winter
tire recommendations for their customers.

Compare performance
In testing done for Kal Tire, all-weather
tires did not perform as well as non-studded winter tires on wet ice, rough ice, soft
or hard-packed snow, but outperformed allseason tires in these conditions. However,
all-weather tires were markedly better than

While these are still a compromise over dedicated winter tires,
they may be the right product for customers who don’t want to
switch rubber each spring and fall.
winter tires on wet asphalt at 5°C, and
for stability on dry asphalt. They outperformed all-season tires on the wet asphalt,
and performed just as well as all-seasons
for dry-pavement stability.
Of course, like any tire, there are goodbetter-best options for customers and, for
some, the “best” option may be going to a
dedicated winter tire. As with all three-peak
logo tires, the qualification is based on an
old standard, and a cheap all-weather tire
may not provide the type of winter performance your customer is expecting.

Selling what’s best
Customers often underestimate what they’ll
need, and taking the time to walk yours
through the buying decision is to everyone’s
advantage. For example, someone who lives
downtown may think all-weather tires are

enough for the short drive to work, but
might not think about weekend drives to
the cottage or ski hill.
On the other hand, if you have a customer
who would like winter tires but doesn’t want
to have to store a set off-season, all-weather
can be a perfect solution, and one your customer may not have considered.
A Kal Tire survey found that 64 percent of
drivers who don’t currently use winter tires
will consider all-weather when it’s time to
purchase new tires. That represents a lot
of potential business, and if you’re located
in “prime territory” with conditions that
suit these tires, they should be part of your
pitch. While you’ll probably see most of your
business in fall, any time someone comes
in asking about all-season, you can offer
all-weather tires as a viable alternative.
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Trade groups urging
caution in NAFTA talks
WASHINGTON – Trade groups representing
the vehicle manufacturing, dealer and
aftermarket industries, trucking industry
and the agricultural sector in America all are
urging the Trump administration to exercise
caution and restraint in its approach to renegotiating the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).
U.S.-based vehicle makers, parts suppliers
and dealers, allied under the Driving
American Jobs coalition, are calling for the
preservation of NAFTA, which they said has
“played a key role in the growth and vitality
of the U.S. auto industry.”
The trucking industries in Canada,
Mexico and the U.S., noting that NAFTA
truck-transported trade supports tens of
thousands of trucking industry jobs and
generates billions in revenue annually, said
they all have “benefited significantly” from
NAFTA and thus urge negotiators to update
the trade agreement “in a manner that
continues to benefit trade.”
In addition, a group of nearly 90 trade
associations, federations, councils and
commercial enterprises in the agricultural
sector told the administration in a joint
declaration that withdrawing from NAFTA
“would cause immediate, substantial harm
to American food and agricultural sector
told the administration in a joint declaration
that withdrawing from NAFTA “would cause
immediate, substantial harm to American
food and agriculture industries and to the
U.S. economy as a whole.”
Members of the Driving American Jobs
coalition said they do not believe it is right
to “change the game in the middle of (an
economic) comeback” and cautioned
that a “diminished NAFTA endangers the
success and competitiveness of our industry,
reverses our manufacturing comeback and
places many jobs in the auto sector at risk.”
The coalition comprises the American
Automotive
Policy
Council
(AAPC),
American
International
Automobile
Dealers Association, Alliance of Automobile
Manufacturers, Association of Global
Automakers and Motor & Equipment
Manufacturers Association (MEMA).
“American auto makers are driving the
revival of American manufacturing,” said
Matt Blunt, former governor of Missouri and

president of the AAPC.
“When you examine the data, there’s no
question that NAFTA has helped advance
the global competitiveness of the U.S.
auto industry sector. Now we have an
opportunity to strengthen North America
as a manufacturing powerhouse with a
modern NAFTA that maintains the features
that are working and makes improvements
to benefit American workers and jobs.”

“American auto makers
are driving the revival of
American manufacturing”
– Matt Blunt, former governor
of Missouri and president of the AAPC

Ann Wilson, senior vice president,
government affairs for MEMA, said, “The
objective of NAFTA renegotiation must
be to strengthen U.S. manufacturing
competitiveness by maintaining the robust
and open supply chain that has helped fuel
the 19-percent increase in motor vehicle
parts manufacturing jobs we have seen over
the last four years.”
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These comments echo those made
earlier by the automotive aftermarket
association in the U.S., Canada and Mexico,
which support the renewal, expansion and
modernization of NAFTA.
Withdrawing from NAFTA “would cause
extensive differences in duty rates for auto
parts,” the trade groups said, nothing the
elimination of these duties under NAFTA
promoted integrated supply chains, cost
efficiencies and more options for U.S.
purchasers and consumers.
NAFTA also includes provisions to
facilitate customs administration, provides
for protections for service providers,
includes investment disciplines that
protect the rights of foreign investors,
protects intellectual property rights
and facilitates business travel, the
groups – Auto Care Association, Auto
Industries Association of Canada and
Asociation Nacional De Representantes,
Importadores
y
Distribuidores
de
Refacciones y Accesorios Para Automoviles
A.C. – said.
In their joint declaration, the American
Trucking Associations, the Canadian
Trucking Associations, the Canadian
Trucking Alliance and the Camara
Nacional Del Autotransporte de Carga
(CANACAR) said, “We strongly encourage
our governments to update NAFTA
to keep North America competitive
internationally.”
“Motor carriers haul the vast majority
of the value of trade across our borders,
which has benefited the North American
supply chain for everything from autos
to agriculture of pharmaceuticals, “the
associations said.
The
agricultural
industry’s
joint
declaration points out that NAFTA was
responsible for lowering the price of
various inputs throughout the supply
chain – benefiting U.S. consumers – and
helped eliminate nontariff barriers,
making U.S. agriculture more competitive.
Withdrawing from NAFTA would disrupt
critical industry supply chains, close
markets, eliminate jobs and increase
prices for the basic needs of American
consumers, the parties said.
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